Welcome to Korea!
Global Education & Services provides self-quarantine accommodations and services for your safe and pleasant stay in Korea.

Safe Facility Designated by the Government
We make you better stay in Korea

We Help You to Stay 14 Days for Safety
Accommodations, Meals, COVID-19 Test, Everything is Included

**PRICE**

Accommodation (With Meal) ￦1,400,000  
Pickup ￦100,000  
\[=\]  
TOTAL ￦1,500,000
ACCOMMODATION

- Rent and use famous hotels in downtown Seoul
- A single room for one person with a toilet is used
- If you have any questions, please call the lobby counter in Korean, English, and Chinese. Staff is available 24 hours a day, and help is always available

MEAL SERVICE

- Breakfast is served at 9 o’clock, lunch at 13:00 and dinner at 18:00.
- There are three menus, one for vegetarians. And You can decide in advance what to eat for a week.
- We provide fresh and healthy food at every meal.
BOOKING PROCESS

1. Access www.globalenskr.com
2. Click the reservation button
3. Fill out the form with your information
4. Invoice will be sent as soon as the reservation is made
5. Send money to the account number on the invoice
6. Confirmation mail will be sent after payment is confirmed
Confirmed Korean contact information
(if students don't have a Korean contact, confirm the contact of global E&S staff)
Must have device that can install Self Quarantine Safety Protection App
Write confirmation of self quarantine
Write health questionnaire, travel record declaration, Traveler Declaration form in the airplane
You can get access to install Self Quarantine Safety Protection app through scan QR code on travel record declaration
You must find our Staff at meeting point on Arrival hall and transferring together to take a taxi

Terminal 1
Waiting area is located in between exit gate E and F. You will be guided by airport staff. University staff will find you with university banner.

Terminal 2
Waiting area is located in right side of Exit gate A. You will be guided by airport staff. University staff will find you with university banner.

COVID-19 Check
1. Visit local health center for COVID-19 Diagnostic Test.
   - Must have COVID-19 Diagnostic test within 3 days from your arrival date.
2. Pick up the numbering ticket from the machine and wait.
3. Register and get consultation from medical staff.
   - Fill out your personal information to get test result.
4. Take a sample from the nose and mouth with a cotton swab.
5. Move to hotel with vehicle provided by pick up service company.